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Introduction
Alpine regions are particularly exposed to extreme precipitations and the complex topography of these regions
increases their vulnerability to floods. In Switzerland, severe flooding events in recent decades have increased the
need for reliable forecasting systems to mitigate flood effects. In 1999, the research project MINERVE was initiated
with the objective of developing a flood forecasting and management system for the Upper Rhone River basin
(MINERVE basin) upstream of Lake Geneva (Bérod, 2013). Since 2013, a forecasting system is operational for the
entire basin and used as a tool for decision-making tasks.
Since the very beginning of the forecasting system development, enhancing the estimation of spatial precipitation
patterns has been identified as one of the major sources of forecast improvement (Tobin et al., 2011). Indeed, the
quality of the input precipitation data directly impacts the performance of the hydrological model because
precipitations generally represent the main contribution to flow generation. Two main sources of precipitation data
are generally considered, rain-gauges (point observations) and weather radars (yielding spatial information). On the
one hand, rain-gauges provide direct precipitation measurements but often cover only part of the domain and are
heterogeneously distributed. On the other hand, weather radars provide a better spatial coverage but require a
relatively sophisticated post-treatment of the observations and are subject to significant bias. Combining both sources
of data has been shown in previous studies to benefit from the strengths of both data types and to produce improved
precipitation estimates (Haberlandt, 2007).
Based on a literature review of precipitation interpolation methods, the well-known kriging approach has been
selected for an optimal combination of all available precipitation data over the MINERVE basin. Multivariate
kriging methods such as kriging with external drift, hereafter referred to as KED (Goovaerts, 1997) allow the
combination of point data with additional spatial information from either static (e.g. elevation) or dynamic (e.g.
weather radar) covariates to improve the interpolation performance.

For the complete study over the MINERVE basin, precipitation data from 82 meteorological stations within the basin
and 87 meteorological stations in the surrounding regions are considered. Preliminary results over the Grande-Eau
River basin (see Case Study Section), located in the MINERVE basin, are presented hereafter. The analysis is
composed of two parts. First, differences in terms of spatial precipitation intensity estimates are discussed for two
interpolation methods. Second, precipitation spatial intensities estimated with the two methods are used as input for a
hydrological model to analyse the sensitivity of the simulated flood hydrographs to input variations.

1. Case study
The MINERVE Project (Modélisation des Intempéries de Nature Extrême dans le Rhône Valaisan et de leur Effets)
is part of the Third Rhone Correction Project in the Canton of Valais, Switzerland (Bérod, 2013; García Hernández,
2011; García Hernández et al., 2009, 2014; Jordan, 2007; Jordan et al., 2008). It aims to achieve a better flow control
during flooding in the Upper Rhone River basin, which has the particularity of showing a very high number of water
regulation works and accumulation reservoirs for hydropower production (Jordan, 2007). The MINERVE flood
forecast system has been operational since May 2013 and provides an updated hydrological forecast every two hours.
The hydrological simulations are computed with the hydrological-hydraulic modelling software RS MINERVE
(Foehn et al., 2016; García Hernández et al., 2016), which is a freeware that allows rainfall-runoff calculations based
on a semi-distributed concept and downstream propagation of discharges. Simulated natural processes include
surface and subsurface flow, snow accumulation and melting as well as glacier melting. Several conceptual models
are available, including, among others, GSM-Socont (Schaefli et al., 2005), HBV (Bergström, 1992) or SAC-SMA.
The GSM-Socont model is used within the MINERVE project and the work presented here.
Currently, in the MINERVE flood forecast system, precipitations are interpolated with the Inverse Distance
Weighting method (IDW), in which the inverse of the squared horizontal distance from the point of interpolation to
the nearest stations is used as the unique weighting criteria. Ly et al. (2014) proposes a review of precipitation
interpolation methods in the frame of hydrological modelling. Discussed methods include deterministic and
geostatistical methods, in particular the group of methods known as kriging in which the statistical relationship
between measured points is used, in addition to the distance, for the computation of the weighting scheme
(Goovaerts, 1997; Webster, 2007). In their conclusion, Ly et al. (2014) clearly mention the need for further research
in the field of precipitation interpolation for hydrological modelling.
In Switzerland, the Swiss Federal Office of Meteorology and Climatology MeteoSwiss has developed over the last
years a solution combining data from the network of automatic meteorological stations SwissMetNet and the
information from the five national radars. The methodology used to produce this CombiPrecip product has been
presented by Sideris et al. (2014a and 2014b) and is based on the so called co-kriging with external drift method. The
external drift terms refer to the usage of radar information as a covariate whereas the co-kriging term refers to the
combination of two time steps (the one of computation as well as the preceding time step), which increases the
robustness of the computation. The objective behind developing a precipitation interpolation scheme specific to the
Upper Rhone River basin is double. First, the CombiPrecip product only integrates stations from the SwissMetNet
network, whereas other station networks exist in the basin. Integrating this information is expected to improve
locally the quality of the precipitation estimates. Second, kriging methods rely on the computation of a mathematical
function called the semi-variogram, which describes the degree of spatial dependence of the observed spatial
variable. Computing the semi-variogram at the scale of the Upper Rhone River basin rather than for entire
Switzerland is also expected to locally improve the performance of the precipitation estimates.
The results presented in this paper are based on the Grande-Eau River basin, a MINERVE sub-basin of 132 km2 with
undisturbed discharge and located upstream of the locality Aigle (Figure 1). The analysis is based on the four first
days of the heavy rain event that occurred in early May 2015, with a national average of 100 mm of rain over 6 days
(MeteoSwiss, 2016). Data from stations of several precipitation observation networks are used here. This includes
the SwissMetnet network from MeteoSwiss as well as the networks of the private company MeteoGroup Schweiz
AG, the Canton of Bern, MeteoFrance, the Regione Autonoma Valle d’Aosta and the Regione Piemonte. Only one
meteorological station with a rain gauge is located within the Grande Eau River basin (in the locality of Leysin,
Figure 1).

F 1. The MIN
Fig.
NERVE study areea: the complette Upper Rhone River basin and the Grande-E
Eau River sub-basin

2. Meth
hodology
2.1. Spaatialization of precipittation data
The majoor issue of woorking exclusiively with groound station ddata is that noo informationn is observed between the
points of measurement.. If the precipiitation observved at the stations is not representative off the entire bassin, which is
often the case, this will lead to over- or underestim
mation of the pprecipitation esstimates over the surface. Inn the context
of the preesent paper, thee main focus is
i on assessingg the added vaalue of a spatiaalization methhod based on eexternal drift
kriging (K
KED) over thhe much simppler IDW metthod. In a nexxt step, the obbtained precippitation estim
mates will be
comparedd to the ComppiPrecip prodduct. Ultimateely, the objecttive of the prroject will bee to implemennt a specific
interpolattion method foocussed on thee MINERVE basin
b
(not pressented here).
For both methods, intterpolation off precipitation amounts hass been carriedd out over a grid of 1 km
m by 1 km,
corresponnding to the sppatial resolutiion of the raddar product off MeteoSwiss.. The IDW m
method will noot be further
discussedd here, see e.g. Shepard (19668) for more innformation. R
Radar observatiions over the study basin arre used as an
i which the
external ccovariate for tthe KED methhod, shortly diiscussed hereaafter. Kriging is a geostatisttical method in
variance oof the predictiion error is miinimized and the estimator unbiased. In aall kriging appproaches, the bbasic idea is
to predictt the value off a function att a given poinnt using a weeighted averagge of the nearrby observatioons. Kriging
approachees differ in their way of computing the w
weights. KED
D is one of thee kriging approoaches in whiich auxiliary
informatioon is used to remove the uunderlying treend before appplying krigingg to the residuuals. For a m
more detailed
descriptioon, see Chilès and Delfiner ((1999, p. 355).
For the coomputational iimplementatioon of the methhods, the gstatt package (Pebbesma, 2014) of the R codiing language
(R Develoopment Core T
Team, 2015) has
h been used.

2.2. Hyd
drological m
modelling
For the hyydrological moodel of the Grrande Eau Rivver, the basin hhas been dividded into 6 sub--basins, whichh themselves
are furtheer subdivided into 25 elevaation bands. A precipitationn and a tempeerature time series
s
is compputed for the
center of gravity of eacch elevation baand by interpoolation of the surrounding innformation (m
meteorologicall station data
or estimaated grid cell data). The teemperature tim
me series (noot further disccussed here) are
a interpolateed from the
surrounding meteorologgical stations with
w a temperaature gradient of -0.0054 °C
C / m.
The hydroological modeel has been caalibrated over a period of thhree hydrologgical years, froom Septemberr 1st 2012 to
Septembeer 1st 2015, using the dischaarge observatiions at the gauuging station “Aigle
“
- Grannde Eau” from
m the Federal
office for the environm
ment, located att the outlet off the basin. The calibrated paarameters for the Socont moodel were 1)
melt coefficiennt, 2) the maxximum storagge capacity off the slow soill reservoir, 3)) the release
the degree-day snow m
coefficiennt of slow soill reservoir andd 4) the surfacce runoff Stricckler coefficiennt. For the glaacier part, whiich accounts
only for 0.6
0 % of the caatchment areaa, calibrated paarameters werre 1) the degreee-day snow m
melt coefficiennt and 2) the

degree-daay ice melt coeefficient. The calibration has been perform
med using the automatic callibration moduule of the RS
MINERV
VE software (G
García Hernánndez et al., 20016), which usses a single obbjective functtion composedd of the five
performannce indicators listed in Tablle 1. For furtheer details, refeer to García Heernández et al. (2016).
For the siimulation of thhe flood occurrred in Mai 20015, initial coonditions of thhe model state variables werre initialized
on May 1st 2015 00:00 (UTC+1) by rrunning the moodel from Sepptember 1st 20112 to May 1st 22015.
N
of the pperformance iindicators com
mbined into thhe single calibbration objectivve function, thheir weights
Table 1: Name
and the m
model performaance obtained after calibratiion.
IIndicator
N
Nash
N
Nash-ln
P
Person correlaation coefficieent
R
Relative root m
mean squaredd error
R
Relative volum
me bias

Weight
1
0.5
1
0.5
1

O
Obtained value
0.63
0.51
0.80
0.45
-0.08

3. Resullts
3.1. Preecipitation iinterpolatioon with IDW
W and KED
D
As mentiooned earlier, thhe results of thhe two different precipitatioon spatializatioon schemes is discussed herre based on a
single eveent from the yyear 2015. Thee main focus is hereby on thhe comparisonn of the estimaated precipitattion amounts
at the Grrande-Eau riveer basin scalee. Large differences betweeen the two m
methods mightt point towardds situations
where thee areal precippitation estimates are subjeect to strong biases, whichh typically reesult from a poor spatial
coverage by the availabble point obserrvations. The comparison off hourly areal average preciipitation over tthe basin for
IDW and KED shows three distinctt precipitationn fronts over tthe studied peeriod (May 1stt 00:00 to Maay 5th 00:00,
UTC +1)) (Figure 2a).. Over the first two frontts, IDW and KED producce only small differences in the areal
precipitatiion amounts ffor the Grandee-Eau River baasin. During thhe third front, this differencce becomes larrge, with the
KED amoounts exceediing the IDW amounts by more than 50%
5
for severral time steps. This differrence in the
precipitatiion intensitiess becomes partticularly visible in the cumuulative plots (sshowing the avverage areal aaccumulation
for all thee precipitationss fronts (Figurre 2b).

Fig. 2. a) Average areeal precipitationn over the Grannde-Eau River bbasin in [mm/h]] - May 1st 00:000 to May 5th 20115 00:00;
bb) Average areaal accumulationn of precipitatioon in [mm] overr the Grande-Eaau River basin ffor all three fronnts.

Over the first front, ID
DW generates slightly more precipitation;; over the second, the amouunts for both methods are
t KED methhod exceeds thhe IDW methood by about 10 mm, which corresponds
very simillar. During the third front, the
to 10 morre liters per squuare meter or about 2 millioon additional ccubic meters over
o
12 hours ffor the entire basin.
b
To undersstand the origgin of this diffference, the sppatial patternss of the cumullative precipittation estimatees for the 4days periood are analysed (Figure 3). A consideraable differencee of intensity appears in thhe upper part of the basin
(eastern ppart), with the KED method generating higgher precipitattion intensities.

Fig. 3. Cuumulative precippitation in mm over the 4 days (May 1st 2015 ffrom 00:00 to M
May 5th 2015 000:00) estimated with a) IDW
and b) K
KED methods foor the Grande-E
Eau River; the same colour scaale is used for booth images.

A plot off the differencces between thhe IDW and KED amountts for each grrid cell highligght these spattial intensity
differencees (Figure 4a)). To analyse more in detail the behaviouur of the preccipitation fieldds, Figure 4b pprovides the
differencee of intensity estimates from
m both methoods over a singgle time step during the thiird precipitatioon front; the
selected tiime step (Mayy 4th 04:00 to 005:00) is the oone with the hhighest local diifference, withh a difference exceeding 5
mm/h for some grid cellls.

Fig.4. Diffe
ference betweenn IDW and KED
D estimates at thhe grid cell-scalle: shown is the KED amount minus
m
the IDW aamount in mm
a) over thhe 4 days (May 1st 2015 from 000:00 to May 5th 2015 00:00); bb) for the 1 hourr period from May
M 4th 2015 04::00 to 05:00.

mates from booth methods
The differrences observved in Figure 4 can be expllained with thhe hourly preccipitation estim
(Figure 5)). The IDW method
m
generattes a very smoooth surface as
a it only conssiders data at gground stationns. The KED
method reeproduces the heavy precipiitation occurrinng in the uppeer part of the bbasin thanks too the radar obsservations.

Fig. 5. Hoourly precipitatiion in mm estim
mated with a) ID
DW and b) KED
D methods for thhe Grande-Eau R
River for May 4th 2015 from
04:00 annd 05:00; the saame colour scalle is used for booth images.

The preseented event aanalysis showss the significaant differencee obtained whhen using thee radar inform
mation as an
external ccovariate to im
mprove the sppatialization oof precipitationns. To validatte the higher performance of the KED

method, a measuremennt station witth a rain gaugge in the uppper part of thhe basin woulld be desirablle. Thereby,
interpolatted estimates from
f
both meethods at the llocation of thee additional sttation (withouut using its daata) could be
comparedd to observed data, which w
would further strengthen thee analysis. Sinnce such dataa are not available for this
case studyy, this analysis cannot be aachieved heree. The precipiitation estimattes of both m
methods are therefore only
assessed vvia the aforem
mentioned dischharge simulatiions.

3.2 Hyd
drological rresponse an
nalysis
The simuulated hydrogrraphs obtained with the tw
wo different pprecipitation iinputs over thhe selected 4--days period
reproducee the three succcessive preciipitation frontss discussed eaarlier (Figure 6). For the first two frontss, only small
differencees are obtained between thee discharges simulated
s
withh the two interpolation methhods (IDW vss. KED). As
expected, much larger differences
d
ariise for the thirrd front. Indeeed, the discharrge increase ovver the third fr
front is about
twice morre important w
with the precipitation integgrating the raddar informatioon compared to the one baased only on
ground staations. This reesults from thee much higherr precipitationn intensities inn the upper parrt of the basinn highlighted
in Figuress 3 and 4.

Fig. 6. Disscharges obtaineed with the meteeorological inpputs based on ID
DW and KED esstimates and disscharge observeed at the Aigle
gaugging station oveer the 4-days perriod from May 1st 2015 00:00 tto May 5th 20155 00:00.

The resullts obtained ffor this case study confirrm the imporrtance of the quality of precipitation
p
iinput to the
hydrologiical model. Ussing an improoved precipitattion input for the calibratioon therefore oppens new persspectives for
improvingg the perform
mance of the foorecasting sysstem and will be explored iin the near futture. It is noteeworthy that
different hydrological
h
innitial conditioons or differennt model calibrrations could aalso modify soomewhat the hhydrographs.
How the ooverall concluusions might reely on initializzation and caliibration is partt of the planneed future workk.

4. Concclusion
This papeer presents thee first results and findings to increase thhe reliability of the flood forecasting syystem of the
Upper Rhhone River bassin (Switzerlannd) with the help of improved spatial preccipitation estim
mates. The foccus here was
on the comparison of a simple spatiaal interpolatioon scheme witth a new schem
me that uses iinformation frrom weather
radar as external drift inn a kriging appproach.
Results haave shown a significant
s
diffference whenn using the raddar informatioon as an externnal covariate, both from a
meteoroloogical and a hyydrological pooint of view. W
With heterogenneous precipittation fields, uusing only groound stations
data can lead to considerable estim
mation errors. If those preciipitation estim
mates are thenn used as input data to a
hydrologiical model, hyydrological perrformance willl be affected because the innput data does not properlyy correspond
to the real input generaating the obserrved flow. Futture work will show whetheer the new spaatialization sccheme, using
different station networks and local variogram esstimates, outpeerforms existiing Swiss-widde spatializatioon products.
method set upp, improved iinterpolated ddata will be uused to improove the calibrration of the
Once a sppatialization m
hydrologiical model useed within the MINERVE
M
sysstem and, thuss, to improve tthe hydrologiccal forecasts.
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